Modal distribution analysis, synthesis, and perception of a soprano's sung vowels.
A high-resolution time-frequency analysis technique, the modal distribution, is applied to sung vowels from a soprano singer. Parameters are estimated for each partial component of notes analyzed with the modal distribution. These estimates are used in an additive synthesis model to generate replicates of the original recording, using a series of time-varying sinusoids. Additionally, a source-filter model is applied to create synthetic signals, where pitch- and vowel-specific filters and driving functions are constructed from the amplitude and frequency estimates obtained. Different driving functions, which sample the range of this singer's rate and excursion variation, are transposed and filtered to create synthetic signals. The perceptual salience of the different rates and excursions is then determined via a paired-comparison listening experiment. It is found that listeners are sensitive to small variations in both average vibrato rate and average vibrato excursion. However, the perceived amount of vibrato excursion varies somewhat depending upon the pitch at which the vibrato is "played" synthetically. Finally, the naturalness and sound quality of these synthetic examples is determined through both paired-comparison and single-note sound quality scaling listening experiments.